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                                             - Atmel Corporation - Industry Leader in the Design and Manufacture of Advanced Semiconductors
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                                             - Mouser Electronics - Electronic Component Distributor
                                        Electronic Component Parts Distributor, order on-line, same-day shipping, no minimum order.  Semiconductors, Connectors, Embedded, Optoelectronics, Capacitors, Resistors, Inductors, Relays, Sensors, New Technologies
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                                             - Octopart - Electronic Parts, Electronic Components, Datasheets
                                        Octopart is a search engine for electronic parts. Search for specs, prices, availability, datasheets from multiple distributors.
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                                             - Datasheet & Application Note Database, PDF, Circuits, Datasheets | Datasheet Archive
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                                             - A Datasheet Search Engine for electronic designers.We also provide Pinouts,circuits
                                        The global leading datasheets search engine designed to help all electronic designers over the world find the datasheet ,circuits and pinouts.
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                                             - Instructables - Make, How To, and DIY
                                        Instructables is the Biggest How To and DIY community where people make and share inspiring, entertaining, and useful projects, recipes, and hacks.
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                                             - PDFHamster.net - your little smarty pet: fresh pdf searches and downloads!
                                        Search with PDFHamster.net to access every pdf file you want and relevant. Proceed downloading now
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                                             - Electronic Components Distributor, IC supplier in China. Buy Electronic Parts on DigSemi.com
                                        Rantle East Electronic - Reliable Electronic Components Distributor. Your IC supplier in China.
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